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1 05111840000008 

Anggara Yuda 

Pratama 17

Hobbies circle is a nice 

touch, and perhaps add 

some color to foreground, 

its kind of flat 50

Nothing wrong on 

implementation 23

Maybe use one 

transform only 5 Great website 1 0

Aside from CSS transform quirk, 

the website is nice 95.00         95.00 A

2 05111840000010 

Benny Hansen 

Lifindra 16

Maybe reduce the 

background contrast a little 

bit, its kind of clashing with 

other element. Almost 

miss Profile link 48

Looks like a broken link 

in homepage image 23

Maybe add some space 

between navbar links, 

and add some indicator 

for links, e.g. Bolded 

text, a button, etc. 5 Good website 1 0

Design can be improved, but 

nothing wrong from the coding 

side of things 92.00         92.00 A

3 05111840000011 

Bryan Gautama 

Ngo 20

Nice, and very good use of 

contrasting colours to 

make texts and images 

standout 48

Consider using flexbox 

for every section of 

hometown list, so as 

not to overlap each 

other 23

Flexbox helps aligning 

to left/right, so consider 

to encapsulate listing in 

flexbox class 5

Still a good website 

despite minor problem 1 0

Little things aside, very good 

website 96.00         96.00 A

4 05111840000012 Btari Aliya Tsabitah 20 Very well designed 50

Simple yet elegant, very 

nice 24

Consider to make entire 

navbar clickable 5

Very good, no 

complaints here 1 0

Very well designed, and the 

implementation doesn't even 

use bootstrap! A very nice piece 

of work. 99.00         99.00 A

5 05111840000014 Devi Hainun Pasya 18

Nicely designed, but not 

consistent between pages 45

Consider merging CSSs 

if they have same target 

and/or class definition 22

Better to make navbar 

consistent between 

pages. Changing it 

based on opened page 

can make it confusing 5

Nice website, despite 

some shortcomings 1 0

Great website, but it's better to 

have consistent navbar, 

reducing scanning the navbar 

for correct link 90.00         90.00 A

6 05111840000017 

Erlinda Argyanti 

Nugraha 17

Using gradient as a 

background is a nice touch, 

but perhaps change the 

foreground colour so as 

not to close to the 

background colour 50

Nothing wrong on 

implementation 23

Perhaps text could be 

styled more 5 Nice website 1 0

Aside from small colour issue, 

very nice website 95.00         95.00 A

7 05111840000019 

Ignatius Dwiki 

Iskandar 20

Nice, simple design, very 

good. 50

Nothing wrong on 

implementation 24

Some pictures are too 

wide, otherwise the 

website is okay 5 Very good website 1 0

A very good and well designed 

website. Except for pictures 

getting too wide, the website is 

good 99.00         99.00 A

8 05111840000022 

Irsyadhani Dwi 

Shubhi 20

Looks professional, and 

those fly-in effect is a nice 

touch 42

Use a more common 

way to request 

resource, i.e. 

/quiz1/profile instead 

of 

/index.html/?p=quiz1/p

rofile 25

Website is good 

already, no comments 

here 5 Nice website 1 83

Aside from "unique" way of 

requesting pages, website is 

great, and the design looks 

professional 92.00         79.55 AB

9 05111840000025 Khofifah Nurlaela 17

Design is good, some 

images is too big and not 

aligned with text 42

Bootstrap .col-* class 

doesn't need to 

declared for every 

breakpoint, only the 

lowest one. Some 

copy/paste errors. 20

Perhaps some indicator 

to some element can 

help (e.g. Arrows for 

slideshow), and maybe 

add some extra 

explanation 5 Website is quite good 1 0

Website is quite good, but some 

element can appear misaligned 84.00         84.00 AB
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10 05111840000027 

Marsha Nabilah 

Wibowo 16

Design is good and simple, 

perhaps some elements 

can be styled consistently 42

Bootstrap .col-* class 

doesn't need to 

declared for every 

breakpoint, only the 

lowest one. Website is 

responsive, but it's not 

consistent between 

dimensions 22

Indent your code 

please, and do it 

consistently. It 

massively helps readility 5 Quite good website 1 0

The website design is good, the 

implementation is questionable. 

Too verbose and use too many 

CSS framework, some have 

errors 85.00         85.00 AB

11 05111840000028 

M. Frediansyah 

Sinaga 16

Nice design, even though 

doesn't use bootstrap. 

Cards is responsive. 

Consider adding some 

margin to elements so as 

not to closely packed 

together 45

No <img> attribute 

named border, and use 

external js to reduce 

copy-pasting code 22

perhaps no need for 

navbar if it has only one 

item, use top banner 

for homepage link 5 Nice website 1 0

There is some copy-pasting js 

code, and the design can be 

improved 88.00         88.00 A

12 05111840000036 

Samuel Christian 

Yudha Sinambela 20

Looks professional, very 

nice 50

No problem with the 

implementation 23

Some elements overlap 

with each other, 

perhaps wrong 

calculation in height 

and/or width 5

Great website, 

although with a very 

minor display issue 1 1250

Semifinalist of UI/UX 

Competition at Sriwijaya 

University, it's guaranteed for a 

solid 100 grade.

This website is great! Excellent! 98.00         100.00 A

13 05111840000039 Sitti Chofifah 19

Nice design, although a 

little flat 48

Use external JS file if 

you need to have same 

function in multiple 

pages 25 No problem here 5 Great website 1 0

Not much comment, except for 

JS reusability. All in all, nice 

website 97.00         97.00 A

14 05111840000048 Zahratul Millah 20

Nice design, good use of 

background image 48

In tourist.html, sidebar 

gets obstructed by 

contrainer class 23

Displayed element 

takes to much space 

due to large margin, 

consider adding sidebar 

to row positioning in 

page 5 Good website 1 0

Other than element's 

positioning, no complaint 96.00         96.00 A

15 05111840000053 Yulia Niza 19

Good use of background 

image, but it seems the 

navbar isn't consistent 

between pages 50

Nothing wrong on 

implementation 24

Profile slideshow 

cannot be scrolled 

manually, even if 

autoscroll is the 

intended behaviour, 

some of the text is 

quite long. As such it's 

better to add manual 

scrolling 5 Nice website 1 0

Just a little nitpick, in the end it 

is a very good website 98.00         98.00 A

16 05111840000058 Rafif Ridho 15

Light blue text with white 

background 43

Texts get overlapped 

and overflowed from its 

parent element 23

Setting max-height can 

help prevent 

overflowing child 

element, or use 

bootstrap grid class 5

Technical aside, 

website is nicely made 1 0

Can be improved with better 

use of bootstrap capabilities, 

especially for flexbox usage. 86.00         86.00 A

17 05111840000062 

Geizka Wahyu 

Fahriza 17

Kind of flat, and the 

spacing between line is not 

consistent 45

Overflowed content, 

perhaps consider using 

max-width to make 

child node responsively 

fit to parent, and add 

flexbox for good 

measure 23

Why is there an 

unscrollable scrollbar? 5

Great website, 

although the design 

and implementation 

have its downsides 1 0

The design and implementation 

left something to be desired, 

but overall the website is 

working nicely 90.00         90.00 A
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18 05111840000076 Yohan Ardiansyah 20 Looks professional, nice 48

Use container class for 

encapsulating 

bootstrap class, no 

need to create separate 

.js file if it has same 

functionality. 23

Most of the CSSs are 

empty, and there's 

seems a copy-paste 

mistake in template.css. 

It's also redundant, 

most get overwritten by 

bootstrap. 5 Very nice website 1 0

Design looks good and 

professional. Some of the code 

can be simplified, but it's still a 

good coding nonetheless. 96.00         96.00 A

19 05111840000078 Michael Ricky 20

Design is good and looks 

professional, simplicity is 

key indeed 45

Put <style> tag inside 

<head> or <body>, or 

use <link> tag. 22

Generally, it's better to 

style page using CSS. As 

such please use CSS's 

text-align: center 

instead HTML's 

<center> element 5 Great website 1 0

Style is good, the error is in 

implementation 92.00         92.00 A

20 05111840000083 Martin William 18 Nice design 47

No need for nested 

bootstrap container 

class 23

Kind of responsive, but 

the layout usually 

breaks 5

Aside from 

responsivity, nice 

website 1 0

Nice website, it is responsive, 

but the layout sometimes 

breaks 93.00         93.00 A

21 05111840000102 

Emmanuel 

Maximus Yohanes 20

Dark theme is used very 

well 50

Nice implementation, 

separating content, 

styling, and behaviour 25

No comments on this 

either, nice job 5 No complaints here 1 0

Very good job and a very nice 

website 100.00       100.00 A

22 05111840000112 

Fara Dinda Mutia 

Kinanggit 16

Picture size kind of big and 

can be reduced, perhaps 

hanging on left side of the 

text 45

Some typo in CSS, CSS 

can be combined, 

unused js in homepage 22

Consider adding some 

decoration so as not to 

look so flat 5

Styling issue aside, nice 

website 1 0

It is kind of flat, but anyway, 

nice website 88.00         88.00 A

23 05111840000124 

Sandra Agnes 

Oktaviana 20 Very nice design 47

Excesssive CSS 

overriding in HTML is 

excessive 23

Perhaps move CSS into 

external sheet to avoid 

enormous <style> 

element 5 Great website 1 0

Only a minor issur, otherwise 

great website 95.00         95.00 A

24 05111840000132 

Reihan Nanda 

Ramadhan 15

Design is good, but the 

looping video is kind of 

distracting, especially after 

some repetitions. Some 

page have short 

explanation and instead 

relying on the video 45

Some of the links 

redirect back to 

homepage 22

Add some explanation, 

and perhaps a longer 

video but not looped 3

Using ReactJS, but 

somehow doesn't have 

much content inside 1 0

Using ReactJS means more 

power and should have less 

difficulty to create a website. 

Instead, the website only have 

short explanation and a looping 

video 85.00         85.00 AB

25 05111840000143 

Brananda Denta 

Wira Pranata 15

Text size and spacing can 

be more consistent, the 

analog clock is a nice touch 47

Use external js for 

clock, it is used 

everywhere 22

Perhaps make sidebar 

not changing for every 

page, easier on the eye 5 Nice website 1 0

The analog clock is a nice touch, 

but element spacing can be 

improved 89.00         89.00 A

26 05111840000148 

Abdul Rozak 

Baharudin 15

Kind of flat, hover effect is 

a nice touch 50

nothing wrong with the 

implementation 23

Perhaps a more varied 

theme, text is all bold 

and kind of flat 5 Good website 1 0

Using NodeJS is a plus, style is 

kind of flat although the code is 

solid, very nice website 93.00         93.00 A

27 05111840000154 Anggun Wahyuni 20

Clean and professional, 

very nice 50

Very good, no 

complaint 25

No way to return to 

homepage from 

subpages (profile, 

hometown, etc.) 5

No comment except 

very nice job 1 0

Perfectly made, can't find any 

flaw or mistake, very nice job 100.00       100.00 A

28 05111840000155 

Muhamat Samsu 

Dhuha 16

Nice use of bootstrap's 

card design, pictures is 

stretched. 43

Use external CSS if you 

can, better reusability 22

Consider using max-

width/max-height so 

the pictures don't get 

stretched. 3

Nice website, although 

it is kind of simple 1 0

It is simple, atleast make the 

picture not stretch beyond its 

proportion 84.00         84.00 AB
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29 05111840000160 Anfasa Aliffian 18

Black and white design is 

good, but perhaps image 

can be made smaller, the 

image is too big compared 

to text 48

Looks like a typo, and it 

makes the image much 

smaller 25

Using google maps API 

is a nice touch 5 Great website 1 0

Website design is simple, and 

there is a embedded google 

maps, nice website 96.00         96.00 A

30 05111840000166 Feraldy Nathanael 17

Nice way of scrolling 

background image 50

Nothing wrong on 

implementation 23

Perhaps text could be 

styled more 5

Great website with 

minor styling issues 1 0

Styling issue aside, very nice 

website 95.00         95.00 A

Minimum 15.00 42 20 3 1 0 84 79.55 AB

Maximum 20.00 50 25 5 1 1250 100 100 A

Average 17.90 47.03 23.07 4.87 1.00 44.43 92.87 92.52 A

Category Amount Percentage

A 25 83%

AB 5 17%

B 0 0%

BC 0 0%

C 0 0%

D 0 0%

E 0 0%

Total 30 100%

Grade Distribution
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